**Name Module**: INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP INTERNSHIP

**Language**: ENGLISH

**Contact person**: J.W.L. van Benthem

**Specific prerequisites (regarding incoming exchange)**
Deepening follow up on IBA M6 (INN&ENT) Exchange students could join the program for executing there research in a company under the condition that they are able to apply the necessary knowledge, competences from the INN&ENT module.

**Participating study**: IBA

**Starting block**: 3.1

**Theme**

**INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP INTERNSHIP**
Deepening follow up on M6 (INN&ENT) preferably in a high-tech company

**Content (including project)**

Entrepreneurial & Innovation literature study
Research framework based on literature and application in practice
The project secures in depth knowledge an application of the Inn & Ent literature for executing the internship.
Research methods are to be discussed with supervisor.
The result we be a report for the company and a critical reflection on what is learned, literature and data gathered.

**Learning goals**

Get to know how a company or organization works in practice by working on an identified problems **within the innovation and entrepreneurship domain**:
- Knowledge of the Inn & Ent domain literature
- Compare literature with business practice
- Construct an interview framework for usage in practice with interview techniques
- To be able to analyze the gathered data
- To be able to provide solutions to problems identified using literature
- To be able to defend choices using literature
Educational forms

Information sessions for co-development learning goals
Supervision by coaching
Discussion with coach about used literature
Independently working on research project in synergy with practical application for company
Reporting to company

Assessments

Write a report of your internship in which you position your description framework, and end with conclusions about your findings:

1. Give a description of the organization where you do your internship. You are free to describe it your way but there must be a description of the goals and processes.
2. Chose two management concepts from the innovation and entrepreneurship domain and implement /describe the working of those concepts in your organization.
3. Explain the working of those management concepts. Analyze also if you see differences of those concepts in the literature and in the practice.
4. Write a reflection paragraph in which you reflect on your learning goals.